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Over the last 18 years I have had the opportunity to shoot countless steel targets and use
numerous target systems. There are very few things that are as enjoyable to shoot at then steel or
reactive targets.
MGM has been the leader and dominate force in the steel target industry. Show up at virtually
any shooting competition and you will see the courses of fire littered with targets from MGM
targets. This is for a few reasons. MGM has always been a great sponsor and they have done
everything possible to help promote shooting sports and competitions. On top of that their
products are robust durable and just plain work and will last a long time.
If you look get a chance to look thru their website you will find everything from static steel
targets, reactive steel targets, flash targets, knock down targets, rappel towers to the newest and
innovative attack target that made its debut at the 2010 shot show.
As I stated earlier that I have and still attend a lot of shooting events and I cant tell you how
often we have to stop a match in order to fix other name brand target companies targets that
break on the weak welds.
I have never see a MGM target break to date, They use quality steel while incorporating
sophisticated manufacturing technologies that give you a durable, dependable product that comes
with the MGM Targets “Guaranteed FOREVER” warrenty.
As for pricing you will be hard pressed to find better deals on your targets than what MGM
offers. A look thru their website will show you that the price of their products usually also
includes shipping. So keep that in mind when pricing out your next steel purchase.
Team Blaster has been using a wide variety of MGM products in our training and it has made a
huge difference in our shooting and has allowed us to maximize our training sessions using their
steel targets.
Need something made? MGM will work with you to design a target that will work for what you
are doing. MGM worked with us to fabricate a small circle target hung on fire house that I could
permanently mount and leave at my public range on a few yard lines. My concern was people
shooting and destroying my targets for one and also them stealing my gear. I wanted to be able
to leave it down range and not have to worry about setup. Well over year later my targets remain
in great shape and they have not been removed from the range yet.

Junior shooting program – I want to mention that Travis Gibson has taken the lead role and
really stepping up to the plate to support the junior shooting program. This is a great program
that helps promote safe shooting and handling of firearms while bring new and young shooters
into shooting sports. I recommend if you would like to help promote shooting sports or you

would like to donate money or gear to this program that you reach out to Travis and he will be
more than happy to get you on board.
MGM- Ironman match - Once again MGM must be given a thumbs up on building and designing
the biggest, toughest shooting match on the planet. Mike Gibson said that he wanted the
toughest and biggest match around and he surely has done just that. The MGM Ironman is not
for the faint at heart and it will truly test you and your gear and leave you beat up when it is all
said and done. Don’t take my word on that go to www.youtube.com and type in MGM ironman
and watch some of the video footage and see for yourself.
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